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Foreword

In a manuscript copy of her new book she’d recently sent me, 
Elise Hempel had written, “I hate this poem” next to “The Yellow 
Phone” and had included two other poems to replace it, asking 
me to choose one of those instead.

“But neither is as good as what you have,” I wrote back. “Keep 
‘The Yellow Phone’; it’s your book in miniature.”

“But it’s so sentimental,” she responded, and I thought back 
to a class I’d taught many years ago that Elise was in and the 
discussion we all had about sentimentality. I’d brought in some 
pretty sappy examples full of clichés that made for more laughs 
than tears, so I next tried some poems that risked no feeling at 
all, that read like language games, and the room fell silent. “These 
leave me cold,” said the kid in a Cubs cap at the back of the room. 
“I’d rather read the weepy stuff.”

I then passed around a copy of John Updike’s poem “Dog’s 
Death,” which has all the potential for an overload of feeling: 
the death of a puppy as its owners hurry to the vet in an attempt 
to save the little dog. There wasn’t a dry eye (mine included) in 
the classroom when I finished reading the poem. “But why isn’t 
this poem sentimental,” I asked, and so we began a productive 
discussion of Updike’s diction, starting with the title itself 
where the dog remains anonymous (“Good thing he didn’t call 
it ‘Snoopy,’” one kid said!). We also looked at how Updike’s syntax 
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varied and how he shaped his stanzas with their hardly-noticed, 
subtle end rhymes. So, we concluded, maybe it’s not the subject 
but how the language is used that makes a poem sentimental.

Where those budding young poets are now and what they 
might remember from our time together, I have no idea—except 
for one of them, that is, whose first full-length book I am honored 
to introduce. But first a word about Elise Hempel herself, someone 
I have known now for over thirty-five years as both a student 
and a friend.

Whether in a literature or writing class, her curiosity and 
insights singled her out as special, but her ability to shape her 
feelings into words remains what I find most unique, as have 
countless poetry editors around the country as well as the judges 
for the Illinois Arts Council. As editor of The Spoon River Poetry 
Review a few years ago, I nominated one of Elise’s poems for a 
very competitive IAC award that year, and sure enough, she 
came away with first-prize and a thousand bucks in her pocket. 
And now along comes her first full-length collection from the 
well-respected Able Muse Press where Elise’s Second Rain was a 
finalist, and rightly so, in their annual book contest.

From the opening title poem on, this is a book about the often 
ignored, simple gifts that come to us, like “the second rain that 
comes/ when the first is over,” that “gentle scattering of drops” 
the breeze shakes down from the trees and “briefly blesses you.” 
And similarly in “Today’s Mail,” the very next poem, we discover 
another such gift among the burden of “credit card bills and 
catalogs” at the bottom of the box, where the poet also finds “the 
crisp gleam/ of a June-bug’s carapace”:

                       . . . this olive-
brown gem, six black legs
frozen in final flight
or climb, wings like church doors
arched and perfectly shut,
this little weightless messenger
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telling me today I owe
nothing, I’m fine as is,
this postcard from the wind, no
return address.

There are many of these “weightless messengers” in this book 
of small blessings, such as in “Song in Mid-February,” where “a 
single bird somewhere/ ignores the biting air/ and sings its soft/ 
. . . sweet solo.” Or in “The Guard” where amid the bulldozers 
“shoving/ field into mall . . . this egret [is] still/ standing in its 
pond . . . locked there.” So much depends upon them, Elise Hempel 
is suggesting, and in no poem does she do so more poignantly 
than in “Tablets,” with its touching first lines:

All through childhood I never quite knew what my
father did, when he left in pressed shirt, a tie,
driving somewhere with his lunch bag each morning, alone . . .

But what he brought home is where all of Elise’s poems really 
began:

                       . . . the drawing tablets he’d bring, those stacks
tucked under his arm on his way through the back
door at six—the slick, red, waxy spines
we’d run our fingers along, crack open to find
the wide new sheets with no rules, so white they’d glow,
our crayons setting out wherever we wanted to go.

And please look again at these lines I just quoted, at how they 
end: each pair of them couplets so beautifully enjambed that we 
never notice, these small miracles of craft.

Which brings us somehow back to “The Yellow Phone” and 
why it belongs in this book, Elise. That toy phone was just like 
those drawing tablets your father brought home, and the crayons 
you used on them was like your voice on that fake little thing 
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“connected/ to nothing but air.” But “press the soft/ receiver to 
[your] ear,” and you could call anyone, anywhere, just as you and 
we do in these wonderful poems. 

Bruce Guernsey
Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Eastern Illinois University
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Second Rain

I like the second rain that comes
when the first is over and
there’s just enough left of the wind
to shake the trees all down
Whippoorwill Street, how as you step
beneath each one, a new
gentle scattering of drops
briefly blesses you.
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Today’s Mail

Just the crisp gleam
of a June-bug’s carapace
I pulled from the bottom 
of my near-empty box

that’s usually stuffed with
credit-card bills and catalogs,
but today just this olive-
brown gem, six black legs

frozen in final flight
or climb, wings like church doors
arched and perfectly shut,
this little weightless messenger

telling me today I owe
nothing, I’m fine as is,
this postcard from the wind, no
return address.
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Catalog

Though my mother never lived here, it arrives
in my mailbox today, another spring, her name
on the label above my address, this store she must have
ordered from at least once, the styles the same

each April: a Venice-scene dress with gondoliers
on the Grand Canal, another with a rose
or jungle print, a blouse with ruffles and tiers.
And still no models, just the empty clothes

floating on the pages, and I see her
getting ready again in this turquoise
jewel-trimmed top, now taking up this lavender
paisley purse, this sweater embroidered with dragonflies

in a world beyond illness, where nothing’s plain or gray,
forever in her songbird earrings and her comfort
floral slides, waving as she sways
out to the endless luncheon in her rainbow skirt.
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The Soloist

Inside this lidded sky
on the dining-room table,
above a fistful
of grass and leaves, one rock,
a katydid hugs the slant
of a dropped-in stick,
plucked from its part
in the afternoon’s chorus, still

trilling alone
through the glass dusk in this made
field she left here,
my sisterless daughter, drifting
to the jar of her room where I’ve placed
one dresser, one bed,
another sunset humming
her single green song.
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First Visit

After her stroke, half
of her body gone numb, my grandmother could
still muster up a sneer
at the hospital’s cooking, dismiss 
with a lumbering sweep of her hand
the mashed potatoes on her tray.

And she could still say
a few slow and muffled words,
though like someone in pain
who begins to speak
in their original tongue, forgetting
their second language, time and place,
she asked my father, aunt, and me
for my older brother, she
asked where the baby was.
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Projects

The two pools he built and skimmed each day
with his net before work, his shirtsleeves rolled;
the basketball hoop he put up in the driveway,
sealing in creosote its wooden pole.

Or the skating rink that winter he froze
most of our yard, standing each night
in the cold dark for hours, the garden hose
in one hand, and in the other his flashlight

to ice our tracks smooth by morning—those efforts
that always came with his grunts and sighs,
his mumbled attacks on himself when the parts 
didn’t fit, his curses, then endless advice

and cautions afterward, trying to teach
the dangers of what he’d just made, a weight
I’ve long since lifted to see underneath
the gifts of a swim, the ball’s swish, my figure eights.


